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 Housing Barriers Assessment 

Head of Household: __________________________________________  Date: ___________________ 

This form is intended to assess household barriers to housing to begin a housing plan. 
Please only select one answer for the first six categories: 

HOMELESSNESS 
5pts Chronically homeless (homeless a year or more, or 4 times in the past 3 years with total time equaling 12 months.) 
3pts Currently homeless more than three months, or two or more episodes of homelessness in the past 
1pt First incidence of homelessness 

RENTAL HISTORY 
5pts Judgement for past rental debt or other eviction reasons (ie. Destruction of property, lease violations) 
4pts Multiple bad references, or owes past rent and utility bills 
3pts One bad reference, or owes for one past utility bill 
2pts No rental history 
1pt Good rental references, no rental debt 

INCOME 
5pts History of no income or adequate/sporadic/temporary income (TANF, inconsistent child support) 
3pts Fixed, consistent low income (SSI, SSDI, consistent child support, part time job)  
1pt Income is sufficient 

EMPLOYMENT 
5pts Disabled or unemployed for over a year 
4pts Temporary or seasonal work within the last year but not currently employed 
3pts Currently employed on temporary/seasonal basis 
2pts Employed but inadequate pay 
1pt Employed with adequate pay, or good job skills 

CRIMINAL HISTORY 
5pts Sex offender or methamphetamine conviction 
4pts Drug felony or violent felony within past 7 years 
3pts Drug misdemeanor or non-violent felony within past 7 years 
2pts Misdemeanors other than drug or traffic 
1pt No criminal history or only traffic misdemeanors 

CREDIT HISTORY/DEBT 
5pts Poor credit and high housing related debt (judgments, bankruptcy, utility debt) 
4pts A large number of adverse accounts on credit report (not housing related) 
3pts Adverse accounts but with payments being made 
2pts Medical or education debt 
1pt Good credit history and no housing related debt 

Only complete categories that are applicable:

FAMILY SIZE           IDENTIFICATION/DOCUMENTATION 
3pts Needing 3 or more bedrooms   5pts No Identification 

PHYSICAL DISABILITIES      LANGUAGE 
5pts Wheelchair accommodations necessary  5pts Limited comprehension of English 
3pts Single floor living necessary   3pts Limited English but someone available to translate 

DISABILITIES 
5pts Do you have a disability of long duration that impacts your housing (including substance abuse, mental 

health, physical health, intellectual disability)? 

Add points, divide by total used categories. Barrier Level: _______________ 

(5=Highest, 4=High, 3=Medium, 2=Low, 1=Lowest) 


